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A relation between the degree of convergence (in capacity) of Pad& ap- 
proximants and the degree of best rational approximation is derived for func- 
tions in GonEar’s class R, . The results contain previous convergence results 
for Pad6 approximants proved by Nuttall, Pommerenke, and Gammel and 
Nuttall. 
INTRODUCTION 
When you try to approximate a given function by rational functions with 
free poles, a natural procedure might be to pick rational functions that 
interpolate to the given function in given points. You could for instance 
try using the Pad6 approximants, which have contact with the given function 
in a given point of the highest possible order among all rational functions 
of the same type. A problem with this approach is that the interpolating 
functions may have poles just about everywhere. One way of dealing with 
this problem is to introduce exceptional sets on which your approximation 
procedure does not converge and say something about the size of these sets. 
In recent years theorems of this type have appeared [8, 9, 131, but so far the 
degree of convergence has not received a great deal of attention. 
In this paper we will show that studying the degree of convergence in 
capacity of interpolating functions gives information on the degree of con- 
vergence of best rational approximation (in the supremum norm) and 
conversely the degree of best rational approximation tells something of the 
degree of convergence in capacity of interpolating rational functions. The 
results in fact give us a kind of equivalence for the class of functions we study. 
We will also show that the order of meromorphic functions puts an upper 
bound on the degree of convergence. 
* This work is part of the authors Ph.D. thesis and has been supported in part by 
NFR-Grant No. 2531-005. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Given a function f and a collection of points in the complex plane C: 
Pl”’ 
Pl”, tq’ 
B1”‘, /p, a?’ 
. 
which may or may not be distinct, we want to interpolate to f in these points. 
If points coincide we interpret this as making an appropriate number of 
derivatives of the interpolating function equal to those off in the coincident 
points. (We will normally assume that f is analytic at all the interpolation 
points, which of course implies the existence of derivatives.) The inter- 
polating functions that we are going to use can be defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. Pn(.z)/Qn( ) z is called the best interpolating rational function 
of type n to f in the points p12n), /3!a2n),..., pi?:, if P, and Qn are polynomials 
of degree at most n, Qn + 0, and 
(Qnf-Pd(4 =O for z = /3?), /3gZ,‘,..., /&$, . 
Remark. The existence is easily established by solving the system of 
linear equations given by the interpolation condition of the definition. The 
uniqueness follows from the fact that the difference between two interpolating 
functions would have a numerator of degree 2n with 2n + 1 zeros. For details 
we refer to [6, 161, where the more general case when denominator and 
numerator have different degrees is treated and many theorems on PadC 
approximants are generalized. 
Remark. If all /3” (Ic) = 0 these functions are the “diagonal” Pad& 
approximants. In connection with these interpolating functions we will 
occasionally use the notation 
co&) = fi (z - py’), 
v=l 
w&) Ez 1. 
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If E is a compact subset of @ we define its logarithmic capacity (transfinite 
diameter) by 
cap(E) = lim inf sup 1 p,(~)Jll~, 
n+m fin zeE 
where p, ranges over all polynomials of degree n with leading coefficient 1. 
We will denote by R, the class of functions f such that on some compact 
circular disk d (depending on f) we have 
lim{inf sup i(f - r,) (x)j}1’n = 0, 
n+m r, zeA 
where Y, ranges over the rational functions of type n with poles off d. If we 
let r, range over the polynomials of degree n instead of over the rational 
functions we get the class of entire functions. From an approximation theo- 
retic point of view functions in the class R, are thus reasonable generalizations 
of entire functions. The class R, has been introduced by GonEar [4], who 
also derives a number of properties: notably, functions in R, are single 
valued in their Weierstrass domains of analytic continuation. GonEar [5] 
has also proved that the Pad6 approximants to a function in R,, converge 
in capacity to the given function in its Weierstrass domain. It is easy to see 
that R, contains all entire functions as well as all functions meromorphic 
in the whole plane and even all analytic functions with a singularity set of 
capacity zero. Thus Goncar’s result extends the results of Nuttall [S] and 
Pommerenke [9] who treat the meromorphic functions and functions with 
zero capacity singular sets, respectively. 
It will prove convenient to use R&(n)) to denote the subclass of R, , where 
for n sufficiently large, where x(n) is a nonincreasing positive sequence 
tending to zero. Which class %(X(n)) f a uric ion belongs to might seem to t’ 
depend on the d chosen. However, it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that 
the difference is inessential. 
We now give an improved version of GonEar’s results. In stating the 
results we mention Generalized Analytic Continuation (GAC). The reader 
may either skip to the last part of this section for a definition or omit the 
word “generalized” on the first reading. 
THEOREM 1. Let f E R,@(n)) and let f be analytic on a compact set E 
somewhere in the domain of generalized analytic continuation off. Let 0 C E 
be open with rectifiable boundary having positive distance to the boundary aE 
of E, and let /3j,“) E 0 be given with no limit points on a0. Then on any compact 
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subset F of the domain of GAC we have for Pn/Qn , the interpolating functions 
of our definition: 
cap@ EF I (f - P,JQ&)l > 4 < const W/e, VE > 0, (*) 
where the constant may depend on f and F. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (*) is satisfied for some sequence of rational fundions 
PJQ,, on some compact set F, and suppose that f is analytic on F. Suppose there 
exists an open set 0 C F having rectijiable boundary a0 with a positive distance 
to aF. Then on any compact subset K of 0 there exist rational functions rn of 
type n such that 
S;P Nf - r,) (41 d (const WP, 
where the constant depends on K. Thus f E R, (const x(n)). 
Remark. Our Theorems 1 and 2 are very closely connected with the 
results of GonEar [4, 51. The main difference is that if we take a function 
in R, , it must be in some class R,@(n)) with the rational functions converging 
on some disk. From our results it now follows that on any disk in the Weier- 
strass domain of the function (indeed, any disk in the domain of GAC) we 
have convergence with a maximal deviation at most equal to (const X(n)p, 
while with GonEar’s methods the degree of convergence would still qualify 
the function for R, , but the exponent n must be changed to yn for some 
positive constant y. Now if the reader looks at our proof in Section 3 he 
will see that we first establish a degree of convergence similar to GonEar’s 
and then show that in fact y may be taken to be 1. Thus we might, at least 
for subsets of the Weierstrass domain, have used GonEar’s estimates to 
shorten the proof. 
As we have already pointed out, the class R, contains all functions analytic 
except on a set of zero capacity. However, any closed set is the singular set 
of some function in R, , as we can see by taking a series of the form f (z) = 
C A,/(z - LX,) (Bore1 series), where the 01, are dense in the closed set and 
A, tend to zero sufficiently fast. Thus functions in R, are not characterized 
by the size of their singular sets. However, in Section 5 we show by an 
example that a set E with the property that every function analytic off E is in 
R, must have capacity zero, provided E has connected complement. 
Remark. Our Theorem 1 also contains a theorem on the convergence of 
Pad& approximants to certain Bore1 series proved by Gammel and Nuttall [I]. 
A function f is entire of order at most p, 0 < p < co, if and only if 
it belongs to P,(h(n)) for x(n) = n-E, Va < p-l, where P&(n)) is the analogue 
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of R,@(n)) with p o ly nomials as approximating functions. This is easy to 
see using the methods used in any textbook on complex analysis to prove the 
relations between the size of the power series coefficients and the maximum 
modulus off. In fact even better results are known [15, lo]. For rational 
approximation we at least have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be meromorphic of order < p, 0 < p < co. Then 
f E R&P), va < p-l. 
After the proof of Theorem 3 in another section of this paper we give 
some details of an example of an entire function of order p such that f $ R,,(n-“) 
for any 01 > p-l. If in Theorem 3 we assume the function to be of finite type 
as well as finite order p we get that f E R, (const n--l/p) by exactly the same 
proof. Also the reader should have no problems modifying the example 
by increasing the size of the power series coefficients slightly to get a function 
of the same order p that does not belong to R,,(n-l/o). Thus Theorem 3 is, 
in a sense, the best possible. 
We cannot hope to obtain if and only if theorems of the same type we 
have for polynomial approximation since we have examples (Bore1 series) 
of functions that are not meromorphic in the entire plane while still belonging 
to R, . Furthermore, even in the class of meromorphic functions we cannot 
determine the order by looking at the degree of approximation by rational 
functions because we have an example of a function (exp(.z)) that has order 1 
but is in R,(n-2+E) for every E [II]. 
We finally give a definition of Generalized Analytic Continuation that 
contains two cases studied by Goncar [2, 31. We say that a functionf analytic 
(meromorphic) in a domain D, admits a generalized analytic continuation to 
the domain D, if there exists an analytic (meromorphic) extension J of 
ftoD,VD,, anopensetlJsuchthatD,r\U#@,D,nUf@,anda 
sequence (Ye} of rational functions, r, of type v, converging tof”in (Dl u D,) n 7J 
with a degree of convergence satisfying 
where the supremum is taken over all compact sets KC (Dl u D,) n U\F, 
where F is a fixed set (possibly empty) that has limit points only on 
a[(D, u DB) n U], where the r, have all their poles off (Dl u D,) n U\F, 
and where c has to be strictly larger than the moduli pi of some infinite 
sequence of pairs of compact connected sets Eij C Dj n U\F such that the 
different Ei, are disjoint and the closure of uEi, is contained in D, n U\F. 
The modulus p of a pair El, E2 is the ratio of the radii of an annulus, con- 
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formally equivalent to G = Gr n G, , where Gi denotes the component 
of the complement of Ei that contains Ei , i = 1,2, i # j. 
Remark. If the two domains D, and D, have a common boundary point, 
it suffices to require that c > 1. The existence of the infinite sequence of 
sets Eij is proved in [3, p. 1381. If the boundary aD, contains a level curve 
I+(z)\ = R of the conformal map of the complement of some compact 
EC D, onto the complement of the unit disk it suffices to require that c > R. 
We can then construct a sequence of disjoint “annul? a < j $(x)1 < b in 
R < j $(z)l < c. Thus our definition covers GonEar’s [2, 31. 
Remark. Our GAC has the property that f = 0 on D, implies that 
f = 0 on D, . To show this we use a lemma of Goncar’s [3, Section 51. 
If f = 0 on D, , then 1 r, 1 < CP there, and hence (by the lemma) the 
minimum of 1 Y, / on Ei,, is at most (P</c)~. Thus in every Ei,, there is a 
point where J = 0, and since there is an infinite sequence of disjoint Ei,, , 
f” vanishes on a set with a limit point and being analytic (limit of rational 
functions) on D,\F vanishes identically. 
Remark. When we are working with functions in the class R, , it follows 
from Theorems 1 and 2 that fi - fi can be approximated with a degree of 
convergence certainly better than c-“, so iffi = fi on D, thenj; = ta . Thus 
our GAC is quasianalytic in the usual sense of the extensions being uniquely 
determined. By similar reasoning it follows that our GAC is a GAC in the 
sense of Shapiro [12] if we restrict attention to functions in R, . 
Remark. That we must require c > pi in the definition of GAC to have 
quasi-analyticity follows from considering the functions Y,(Z) = zn/(.zn-Rn), 
which tend to zero for / z 1 < 1 and to one for 1 z / > R, while 
lim sup ] t,(z)llln = l/R (GonEar [2]). 
Iz+m 121<1 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let QJz) = n(,s - ZJ and divide the zeros of Qn into two groups: those 
zi whose distance to K is at most 6/2, where 6 is the distance between K 
and a0, and the remaining zi . We form corresponding polynomials 
Qn’ = II(z - xi) with the zi in the first group and Qt with zi in the second 
group. Next we pick a collection of interpolation points /?s”), as in Section 1, 
all of the points in K. Then we take a polynomial p, of degree at most 12 
such that (Qi’J - P,)/w,+~ is analytic on F. We take p,/Qi as the yn of the 
theorem. 
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By the Cauchy integral formula we have 
1 
s 
(Qnf - PvJ (t>- dt I 
277-i a0 Qn’%+1(Q (t - x) 
1. 
s 
(f’vz - Qn’pn) W dt 
37~ ao Qn’wn+lW (t - 4 
The second term is zero because we may change the contour of integration 
to an arbitrarily large circle, and elementary estimates show us that the 
integral can then be made arbitrarily small. 
Now 
I(Qnf - P,) (4 < mgx I Q&4 l n on F, 
except on a set of capacity at most const h(n)/e, by assumption. However, 
since Qnf - P, is analytic, each component of the exceptional set must 
meet i3F, by the maximum principle, and since the diameter of a component 
of a set is at most 4 times its capacity, we can choose E = const h(n), the 
constant depending on the distance between a0 and aF, so that the estimate 
on Qnf - P, is valid on 0 and hence in particular on 30. 
We can now get the desired estimate for f - Y, = f - pn/Qz on K by 
estimating the first integral and dividing by Qk/wn+r , noting that for z E K 
and t E XI: I t - z I 2 6 I ~~+~(f)l 3 S”+l, IQn’(t)l 2 @/2)“, 1 w,+d4 < 
(2R)n+r, where R is the diameter of F, maxZEF I Qn(z)i < I7(R + j Z, I), and 
I Q:(4 3 WY n(l 2, I - 4, w h ere the product is taken over those v for 
which j Z, ! > 2R. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin by proving the theorem for ordinary analytic continuation. 
First we note that since f E R,(h(n)), there exists a compact disk A and 
functions R,IS, , where R, and S, are polynomials of degree at most 1z, 
such that on A, 1 f - R,/S, 1 < (X(n))m. We start by proving that the condi- 
tion (*) of Theorem 1 is satisfied with R,/S, replacing P,JQn . 
Now let D be a disk with center on 80 in which f is the sum of its Taylor 
series, i.e., we have an analytic continuation off to A u D. (The letter f will 
always be used to denote the original function element as well as any con- 
tinuation of it.) In a slightly smaller disk D’ with the same center, we then 
have If - p, 1 < const c-~, where c is a constant > 1 and p, are the Taylor 
polynomials off. 
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Let n, = [-v log h(v)/log c] + 1 (the square brackets denoting the 
integer part), so that (A(v))” >, c+“. Then we have on d n D' 
I R,IS, -P,” I < con@(v))“, 
I R - P~,,J% I < const(h(v))vAy~~ I S, I . 
We now take a disk CA n D' and tangent to 80 at the center of D. (At 
this point a simple drawing on a scratch pad might help the reader.) We 
use the Walsh-Bernstein lemma [14, Section 4.61, which says that a poly- 
nomial of degree n can only get R” times larger if you take its maximum over 
a disk with the same center but R times larger radius. Used on the latest 
disk constructed, we get on a concentric disk with R times the radius 
I R” - p,,S” 1 < const rnna~x 1 S” 1 (h(v))” Rnv+” 
= const max 1 S, 1 RY+l exp 
by the choice of n” . 
Thus taking 1 < R < c, we see that there is a disk D” concentric with D 
on which I R” - p,“S” / < const max / S” j (RX(V)~)Y for some positive 6. 
Grouping the zeros of S” into two groups, those with sufficiently large 
modulus and the rest, and using the fact that an arbitrary polynomial of 
degree n with leading coefficient 1 is >, l n, except on a set of capacity E, 
we get, except on a set of capacity E, 
j R”/S” - p,” / < (const h(v)*)“/~“l < (const X(Y)‘)“/~” for 6 -=z 1, 
where or denotes the number of zeros in the second group above. Since 
1 f - p,,, / < const ~9” < const (X(V))” in all of D’, we get, except on a set 
of capacity l , 1 f - R”/S” / < (const h(v)“)Y/~~ in D”, and thus, by Theorem 2, 
there exist functions R”‘/S”’ such that 1 f - R”‘/S,’ 1 (const A(v)“)’ in some 
disk D’” concentric with D. 
Suppose that the disk ZY” has a radius r-l times that of D. Then 1 f - p, 1 < 
const CP’ in D”’ for any c < r. Choose n, = [-VS log(const X(v))/log c] + 1 
and proceed as above using R”‘IS”’ in the place of R”IS” . We can get con- 
vergence in capacity in almost all of D by making R almost r. (Note that 
If-Pn ” ~ < const (R/c)“” in the larger disk.) Thus, using Theorem 2 again 
given a compact subset of D, we can find functions R:/S: and a number 8’ 
such that, 1 f - Rr/Sz j < (const X(V)~‘)~ on that compact subset. 
Now, given a compact subset of the interior of A v D, pick RiISi con- 
verging in the part of that subset that is outside A; we can in fact make the 
functions converge in some disk D’” concentric with D. Take n” = [u/S‘] + 1 
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so that h(nV)6’nv < h(v)‘. Then on Dfy n A we have 1 RJS, - R~,/S~y 1< 
(const h(v))Y. We can multiply by S,Si, to get a polynomial of degree at most 
n, + v < ~(2 + [S’-l]) + 1 and use the Walsh-Bernstein lemma as above. 
The difference is that now we can take an R large enough for our estimate 
on R,Sz - Rk,Sv to be valid on Dly (the constant will be multiplied by 
R2+lsTm11~, and hence we get that on D”‘, except for a set of capacity E, we 
have / f - R,/S, 1 < (const h(n)/e)“; and since we have an even better 
estimate on d, the estimate holds on D’” u A. 
We may now repeat the whole procedure with analytic continuation across 
any boundary point of a compact subset of A u D if we note that we don’t 
really need uniform convergence of RJS, to f. It suffices if we can find an 
estimate on Ru - p, S, , which we can get from the identity R, - pa S, = 
R, - S,f + S,(f - in,) by using the technique of the proof of TheoFern 2 
in estimating the first term. 
In this way, if we are given a compact subset of the Weierstrass domain 
off, we can repeat the process until we have convergence in capacity on all 
of that subset (the compactness assures us that the number of steps necessary 
is finite) with the desired degree of convergence. 
It remains to prove that we get the same degree of convergence with some 
interpolating rational functions instead of RJS, . Let E, 0, and p,!“) be as 
in the statement of the theorem. From what we proved above it follows by 
Theorem 2 that we can find R,‘IS,’ converging to f on 0. Write 
f = g + &,‘I&,‘, and let Pn/Qn be the best interpolating functions to f in 
/3:“). We have SnfQnf - S,‘P, = Q,,S,‘g + QnR,’ - P,S,‘, and by the 
Cauchy formula 
G‘%'Qnf-PnSn')(4 1 
W2n+&4 = %ii d0 s 
(QnSn'g + QnRn' - Pn&'> 0) dt 
wsn+1w 0 - 4 
1 =- 
4 27fz 
QJn'&) _ dt 
a0 wzn+At) (t - 4 . 
We divide by Sn’Q.~(~)/~an+i (z) and note that S,’ as constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 2 has poles at a positive distance from 80. We may majorize 
1 g(t)1 by (const x(n))n, and we may group the zeros of S,’ and Qn as before 
to get the estimate / f - Pn/Qn I < const x(n)/~)” on compact subsets of 0, 
except for a set of capacity E. Starting from such a compact subset, we may go 
through the extension procedure as above and thus prove the theorem for 
ordinary analytic continuation. 
For our generalized analytic continuation we use essentially the same 
procedure, replacing Taylor polynomials with the rational functions from 
the definition of GAC. The major difference is that instead of the Walsh- 
Bernstein lemma, we use a lemma of GonEar’s [3, Section 51 that only gives 
us an estimate of the minimum of the rational function. 
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Letf be analytic or meromorphic in a domain D, , and suppose that there 
exist rational functions Pn/Qn of type n such that on any compact set E C D, 
cap@ E E I/f - Pn/Qn / 2 c”} < const x(n)/e, 
the constant depending on E, and suppose f admits a generalized analytic 
continuation to a domain D, . Let Ei C Di n U\F, i = 1,2 be one of the 
pairs in the definition of GAC, and let Y, and c be as in that definition. We 
then have on El (in fact on the slightly larger compact set E’ introduced 
below) i Qvrnv - P, / < (const X(v))y, where n, = [-v log h(v)/log c’] + 1, 
p < c’ < c, p denoting the modulus of El , E, , and v is sufficiently large for 
1 f - Y, 1 to be < c’-“. GonEar’s lemma now tells us that the minimum of 
I QvrnV - P, 1 on E2 is at most (const X(Y))” pn+, the function being rational 
of type at most n, + V. However, in our case a closer look at the proof of 
GonEar’s lemma tells us more, since we have assumed the poles of Y, to be 
off (Dl U D2) n U\F. Goncar shows that [ Qyrny - P, 1 is majorized by 
(const X(Y))” times the absolute value of the function 
d”@,) fi devC(4 - 1 
x‘=l cc4 - b@k) ’ 
where flk are the poles of r, and a corresponding number of factors of the 
product are interpreted as +& 1 if rfi does not have n, poles, and where 4 
denotes the conformal map of the combonent containing E, of the complement 
of a compact set E’ with inner points, El C E’C D,\F, onto the set (w; / w 1 > l}, 
which preserves the point at infinity. This majorization holds on the com- 
plement of E’. Now this majorizing function, being rational in the w-plane, 
has a minimum of at most (const h(v))” p%+” on $(E2), and since all its zeros 
and poles are at a positive distance from $(E,), we see that for any d > 1 
there exists a number 6 > 0 such that in a disk of radius < 6 the ratio of 
two values of this rational function is < d”v+” as long as the center of the 
disk is anywhere in +(E,). 
We take a fixed d, 1 < d < cl/p, and can then estimate 1 Qvrn - P, / by 
(const h(y))Y (pd)nv+u valid on some set in D, for each V. The implrtant point 
is that while these sets may be different for different v, they all contain a 
disk with radius greater than some fixed 6’. (We get a lower bound on the 
distance between the point mapped to the center of the circle and the boundary 
by noting that 4’ is bounded on a suitable compact set containing & and 
contained in D, .) We can now use the same process as for ordinary analytic 
continuation to obtain estimates for every fixed sufficiently large v of the size 
of the set where I f - PJQ, I is not small, provided we restrict our attention 
to a compact subset of D, . Now, because 8’ > 0 and because 1 f I is bounded 
4091531 I-4 
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(uniformly in V) on compact sets, the number of steps necessary and the 
constants are uniformly bounded in V. We have thus passed the obstacle 
of the first generalized analytic continuation. Just as with the Weierstrass 
domain, any compact subset of the domain of GAC can be covered in a finite 
number of steps of continuation (generalized or ordinary). Thus the theorem 
is proved. 1 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 AND DETAILS OF AN EXAMPLE 
By Theorem 2 it suffices to determine the degree of convergence of the 
Pad& approximants P,,/Qn (the best rational interpolating functions at the 
origin). For these we have that (fQn - PJ(z)/z 2n+1 is analytic except at the 
poles off (we assume that f does not have poles at the origin), and by the 
Poisson-Jensen formula [7, Section 1361 we have 
log 1 (fQn - Pn) (4 
22n+1 
where a = rei6 and a, and 6, are the zeros and poles, respectively, of fQn- P, . 
Let Qn(s) = II(x - 2”). Since P,, is the nth Taylor polynomial to fQn , and 
hence majorized by a constant times 1 Qn [ near the origin, we have on 
1 w 1 = R: 1 P,(w)/ < 17(1 + / z, I) (R const)” by the Walsh-Bernstein 
lemma. With the usual notation of the Nevanlinna theory [7, Section 1381, 
m(R) = &- 1’” log+ 1 f(Re@)i do, N(R) = log n A, 
0 Ib,l<R 1 b, : 
T(R) = N(R) + m(R), 
we get, by replacing the integrand with const + logic 1 f 1 + log(constn R” 
L7(1 + / z, I)) - log R2n+1 and integrating, using the fact that the Poisson 
kernel has integral 1 and is bounded for r < R, 
log INfQn - Pn) (4 
< logr %+I - log RZn+l 
+ const + const m(R) + log (constn R” n(l + ~ z, 1)) 
+ c log(WI b, I + 2) + c lo@R,‘~) 
2r<lb,i<R ib,ii21. 
if j z - b, 1 > E. 
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Now if f is of order < p, we have by definition that T(R) < Rlia for any 
OL < p-l if R is sufficiently large, and we get 
1% YfQn - p?J Ml 
< log(r/R)2n+1 + n log const + log R” n(l + 1 z, 1) + const RI/a 
-j- c log 2R - c log E. 
lh,lGZT b,l<2r 
Now take R = na, assume Y so small that the two sums disappear, and 
subtract log 1 QZn 1 to get (by a suitable partitioning of the zeros of QJ 
log / (f - PJQJ(z)I < log(r/n”)2”+1 + 71 log const 
+ log(2n”)” - log Sn, 
except when 1 Qn(z)I < S”. We have tacitly assumed that Qn has degree 
exactly n above since decreasing the degree would only improve the estimate. 
Exponentiating we get 
Nf - f',lQ&)l < const r2/nor V, 
except on a set of capacity 6, which is precisely the kind of estimate we need 
to prove that f E R,(n-B) for any /3 < CL Since the estimates work for any 
01 < p-l, the theorem is proved. 1 
We now turn to the example that is a simplified version of a construction 
of Wallin’s [13, Theorem 21. 
The function f is constructed by induction where we choose the Taylor 
coefficients a, off for 2(v - l)! < i < 2v! in the vth step. Our choice will 
be ai = 0 for 2v! > i > v! + 2(v - l)! + 2, 
u”!+2(v-l)!+l = (v! + 2(v - I)! + l)-(“!+s(“-r)!+l)~p, 
and the remaining ai for 2(v - l)! < i < v! + 2(v - l)! are chosen so that 
the denominator of the Pad6 approximant of type v! is (z - l)v!-2(V-r)!. 
Wallin solves for these remaining ai , and in our particular case his solution 
yields 1 ai 1 < (const)Y!(v! + 2(v - l)! + 1)-(V!+2(V-1)1+1)10 for 2(v - l)! + 
1 < i < v! + 2(v - l)! + 1, and ai = 0 otherwise. Thus for the order 
of the function f we have 
nlogn iGiG----- 
W~/l %z I> 
<E-ii (v! + 2(v - l)! + 1) log(v! + 2(v - l)! + 1) 
-v! const + p-l(v! + 2(v - l)! + 1) lOg(V! + 2(V - I)! + 1 
= p. 
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Now let p,! denote the Taylor polynomial of degree 2v! to f. We have 
for any compact set F 
sup i(f - paV!) (.a)! < (constjv!2/0)“! (see, e.g., [lo]). 
ZEF 
It is easy to see that if P,!/Q,! is the Pad& approximant, then 
(P,,! - PvJQd(4 = a,!+,(,-,)!+,2’“!+l/Q”!(~) 
and hence 
1 P,~! - PvI/Qy! 1 > (const)2v!+1 (v! + 2(~ - l)! + I)-(v!+2(v-r)!+i)~~ 
on any compact set containing the origin. Multiplying this by v!lV! for any 
CL > p-l we get something that tends to infinity with V. Thus the difference 
between p,“! and PJQv. , cannot be less than v!+!, and since the difference 
between f and p,“! is small, f cannot belong to R(~F). 
5. ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
Let E be a compact set with connected complement and positive logarithmic 
capacity d. We will construct a function f, analytic off E, that does not belong 
to the class R, . Because of Theorems 1 and 2, it suffices to determine the 
degree of convergence of the [n, rz] Pad6 approximants to f at infinity. 
(Interpolation at infinity is not explicitly treated in the proof of Theorem 1, 
but the necessary modifications of the proof are very easy. Hint: Write 
f (4 = cd4 + WI~YWI ) z , w ere h g is “small” and R and S are polynomials 
of degree at most IE. Then use the Cauchy formula on the function 
a2n(Qn(l/z) f (z) - P,(l/z)), which is analytic at infinity and equal to zero 
there if Pn/Qs is the Pad6 approximant.) 
Since d > 0, it is known (see, e.g., [15]) that there exists a sequence of 
polynomials an(z) of degrees n such that in the complement of E: 
uniformly on compact subsets, where log L(z) > 0 is the socalled generalized 
Green’s function for the complement of E. 
Our f will have the form 
f(Z) = f ALV’%&)> 
v=l 
where 
and n, = 1. 
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This implies that the partial sums 
a-; the [c” nk, 2 nk] P d a C a pp roximants at infinity to f (since 
= O( 1 /x”Y+I)). 
I%e choose 1 AnI, 1 = (d’)“~, where 0 < d’ < d, f will be analytic off E, 
and we can choose the arguments of A, so that, e.g., all terms of the sum 
defining f are positive at a fixed point “zO in the complement of E. Then 
for v sufficiently large. 
The C”,=l n,th root of this does not tend to zero. 
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